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WHAT’S THE RULE FOR COLLECTION? – NECESSITY 

Cash Converters (Ontario Court of Appeal – July 4, 2007) 

Test:  Where the personal information would merely be helpful to the activity it is not 
“necessary.” 

Test:  Where the purpose of the activity can be accomplished in another (less intrusive) 
way, the institution is obliged to chose the other route. 

Parkland Regional Library (Alberta – 2005) 

Test:  No less intrusive way of collecting sufficient information… 

Test:  And Commissioner also talks about the use of keystroke monitoring where keying 
is an essential job requirement as being justified because it is the most “effective or 
efficient” method of assessing performance. 

Good Humour Biometric Timekeeping Case (David Murray – August 7, 2007) 

Test:  “If the employer believed that Kronos was state-of-the-art and met its [legitimate] 
needs then why should it have to put up with second best?  Who would not want to 
move from the Age of the Sail to the Age of Flight without going through the Age of 
Steam first?” 

F07-10 (School District 75) (Loukedelis – June 26 2007) 

Based on Black’s law dictionary, can mean 

• absolute physical necessity or 

• convenience, useful, appropriate, suitable, proper or conducive to the end sought 

Test depends on context: 

• sensitivity of information 

• purpose for collection 

• amount of information collected 

Some arbitrators have applied this type of analysis – e.g. Arbitrator Lynk in Prestressed 
Systems (2005) – other available means just one factor. 
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COMPUTER AND E-MAIL SURVEILLANCE 

Most interesting case is Order F07-18 (Info and PC for British Columbia) 

Held that investigation into time theft by installing spy ware was not necessary 

• Internet logs 

• Spyware (data that allowed it to figure out how much time spent on site + screen 
shots) 

Not a surveillance case but speaks to three important points about the necessity test 

• This is a reasonable grounds investigation.  We get calls all the time to help 
employers assess whether they have a basis for doing a private investigation.  
We apply the grounds analysis at the start of the investigation and help them 
map out the investigation, but often don’t hear back from the client.  It’s simply 
not practical.  This case the adjudicator applied very close scrutiny to the actual 
conduct of the investigation, which means that people who are conducting 
investigations must be very careful.  Security forces typically want some 
breathing room to fish for information, this doesn’t give them any room. 

• Which brings me to my second point, which is that “breathing room” argument 
can be nicely dealt with under C. Loukedelis’s contextual necessity test.  If this 
isn’t a time theft investigation, but rather, is a multi-million dollar fraud 
investigation (maybe at a bank) I think the security force should get more leeway 
to fish. 

• My final point is about the expectation of privacy that employees have at work 
now.   

• Adjudicator holds that employer overlooked routine personal use so did 
not have a need to investigate at all.  It wasn’t the right first step. 

• The nature of internet use today is making it hard for employers to 
overlook personal use. 

• The question is, what does this do the employees’ expectation of privacy? 

• Most existing jurisprudence is based on the idea that employees have no 
expectation of privacy when they use systems owned by their employers?  
Is this about to be challenged? 
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BIOMETRICS 

• The IKO case demonstrates the need for a contextual necessity test 

• This was about an image of a partial fingerprint that was encrypted 

• Ms. Timms finds virtually no risk that digital information could be used to identify 
someone in a one to many comparison 

• But it was a use of personal information, and given the company failed to prove 
its need (which was related to the general benefit of the biometric technology) 

• This might have otherwise turned on the sensitivity of the personal information 
being used 

GPS 

Case Summary 351 (federal Priv Com) 

Not privacy neutral – i.e. just because employers have a right to know where there 
employees are doesn’t mean they have an absolute right to monitor 

Route management purposes it’s fairly standard and non-controversial 

Seemed to say that when you look for other purposes should be articulated (what are 
your grounds for looking?) 

I think that this will become a new model for acceptable use policies for surveillance 
(GPS and otherwise) – most employers don’t want to look 


